
FASHION BUSINESS AND PROMOTION GRADUATE 
A 2020 graduate from Birmingham City University, with an interest in many aspects of fashion retail and fashion marketing. I am an ambitious individual, who strives 
to achieve my best in every situation. Throughout my undergraduate degree I gained many transferable skills in Marketing and PR, Buying and Merchandising, Trends 

Forecasting and Events management.

I am currently developing my industry knowledge within a Masters degree at Cardiff Metropolitan University. Focusing my field of study within Marketing. 
This has further established my ability to produce creative outcomes and effective marketing communication strategies to target a variety of fashion consumers. Utilising 
both digital and traditional methods of marketing throughout my modules, I can understand the importance of multichannel campaigns and how to effectively introduce, 

engage and analyse such methods. Specifically across social media platforms. 

As a part-time student I am currently seeking part-time roles and  internships within Fashion Marketing that will further develop my existing industry knowledge and 
experience.

EDUCATION 

SKILLS

Cardiff Metropolitan University
September 2020 – Present
Degree: MSc Fashion Marketing Management 

Birmingham City University
September 2017 – Present
Degree: BA (Hons) Fashion Business and Promotion - First Class*

Neath Port Talbot College
September 2015 – July 2017
Degree: A level - Overall grade BBC - Business Studies level 3-4 (B), Textiles (B)  Graphic Communication (C)

Dwr-Y-Felin
GCSE: 10  A* - B and distinction* in level 2 business Studies

WORK PLACEMENTS

Hidden Fashion - Content Writer for online blog 
April 2020 - May 2020
Writing a series of blog content for Birmingham based fashion retailer, Hidden Fashion.

Assisting Buying Team at George Head Office (Menswear)
July - August 2018
Two Week Placement
Selected for the opportunity to assist the Menswear Buying & Merchandising department at George. Shadowing and involving myself in their daily roles as 
fashion buyers.

• Attending supplier meetings.
• Conducting comparative shop reports both physically and online.
• Creating and presenting mood boards for upcoming seasons.
• Attending fit model sessions.
• Attending design team meetings and trend research sessions.
• PANTONE colour sampling.

Assisting Buying Teams (Womenswear & Kidswear) at Peacocks Head Office
April - May 2019
Two Week Placement
Work Placement shadowing and assisting buying teams across both Kidswear and Womenswear departments.

• Attending supplier and Monday trade performance meetings.
• Conducting comparative shop reports & Benchmarking on excel.
• Creating and presenting New in reports for both direct and in-direct competitors
• Conducting trend reports for S/S 20 - Identifying Key shapes, pattern and fabrics.
• Attending fit sessions, both live model and mannequin fits.
• PANTONE colour sampling and signing off on supplier’s lab dips with the design team.

RETAIL EXPERIENCE
Personal Shopper at TESCO, Swansea
June 2020 – Present
• Working amongst a large team to ensure daily orders are picked and prepared ready for collection.  
• Assisting customers in-store by providing the best shopping journey, whilst ensuring customers are aware of current and up-coming promotions. 

Stock Room Assistant / Sales Consultant at NEXT, Swansea
April 2017 – September 2017
• Initially working on delivery, processing clothes and orders. Sorting stock location between the stockrooms and shop floor.
• Working efficiently to make sure the shop floor team has the stock it needs to provide great customer service.
• Working on sales floor, being responsible for providing great customer service, operating the tills and following procedures correctly in relation to cash handling.

During my studies I have gained various transferable skills and knowledge throughout my completed
modules, ensuring I continuously follow fashion and economic trends that have and continue to

improve my insight into all sectors of the major industry that is both fashion and retail.

MAJOR PROJECT - DISSERTATION

INDEPENDENT FINAL PROJECT

Worked on a live industry briefing for George clothing, tasked to develop a detailed range of clothing, commercially viable and appropriate 
for the brand and their consumer.

• Conducted a comparative shop report for the brand, focusing on relevant competitors.
• Developed a detailed range book showcasing key findings, on trend design details and pattern directions.
• Illustrated and designed my own CAD’S for my final core, trial and fashion pieces within my collection, using Adobe Illustrator.
• Gained appropriate terminology throughout, exploring critical path analysis and financial considerations.
• Identified evidence for the progress of key deadlines along the supply chain, understanding lead times.
• Understood suitable volumes of stock being infiltrated into tiered stores, as well as appropriate phasing schedules.
                               Achieved: First*

BUYING AND MERCHANDISING

MULTICHANNEL MARKETING 
Explored the role of digital methods in fashion marketing and how new technologies can be embraced for marketing purposes. Proposed 
and developed a visual multichannel media campaign for ASOS, focusing on the introduction of its sustainable collection. 

•Understanding of the online fashion consumer
•Strategic goal-setting for digital strategy
•Fashion Web design principles
•Designing the user experience and online visual merchandising 
•Building a website uaing appropriate software packages
•Applied SEO, PPC, Email marketing, digital billboards and social media content and analysis.
                                                                                                                                                  Achieved: First

Sophie Johnson
Sophie.Johnson@bcu.ac.uk
Lecturer at Birmingham City University

Catrin Cousins 
catrin.cousins@peacocks.co.uk
Ladieswear Buyer at Peacocks Head 
Office

Louise Francis 
louise.francis@peacocks.co.uk
Boyswear Buyer at Peacocks Head Office
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SKILLS

New Fashion Media Award  
(Shortlisted)
Graduate Fashion Week 
2020 - ongoing 

Business Student of the Year
Birmingham City University
2018

Excellence Achievement Award 
for Graphic Design
Dwr-Y-Felin Comprehensive
2015

Duke of Edinburgh Awards
Bronze//Silver
2014/2015

Proficient with Adobe creative suit :

Indesign 

Illustrator

Photoshop 

After effects

Adobe XD

Proficient with Microsoft;

Word

Excel

ADDITIONAL LEARNING

REFERENCES

Fashion Future: The sustainable 
development goals

Fashion Revolution
Futurelearn - 4 week short course 
                                                       
                                                           Completed

My IFP concept derived from my dissertation research. Proposing an innovative idea for fashion retailer Monki. 
I created a subsidary brand, Monki_adigitalworld. Offering solely digital fashion items that would be sold as photorealistic overlays, 
digitally tailored to fit the users selected photo. This providing a sustainable solution for fashion consumption by providing a zero-waste 
collection, cutting out the production of physical clothing entirely. 

• Branded and marketed a coherent new sub-brand.
• Developed a viable capsule collection, creating CAD illustrations.
• Collaborated with a 3D digital designer currently working in industry. 
• Prepared an insightful creative business plan, considering the concept, key drivers and brand values and objectives. 
• Identified key competitors 
• Conducted a SWOT analysis, identifying the USP.
• Considered all operations, ie; legalities, costs and marketing.
• Detailed a cash flow summary for all outgoing costs.
• Developed further outcomes, creating multiple concept videos and a  website-mock-up.       Achieved: First

Required to undertake a comprehensive and independent study on my chosen topic. My project revolved around the question; 
‘Can digital design and data avert overconsumption within an industry thriving on fast fashion?’
The aim of the study was to explore how innovations in AI and digital design could offer sustainable solutions within fashion retail. Primarily 
focusing on how technology could avert overconsumption within an industry dependent of fast fashion consumerism.     
                                                                                           Achieved: First*

Creative Thinking 

Self - management

Communication

Numerical Skills 

Team Work 

Networking skills

Problem Solving

Head Office etiquette 

Negotiation 

Ambitious 

Adaptable 

Organised and Practical

Efficient 

CREATIVE DIRECTION AND COMMUNICATION

Working on a live brief for American eyewear brand; Randolph. I was hired as a marketing consultant to produce creative outcomes for my 
proposed  new direction. Which established new consumer values, whilst celebrating the brands existing heritage. 

•Effectively analysed brand history and values
•Developed a new direction from emerging micro and macro trends. 
•Produced proffesional outcomes to convey the new direction
•Executed a photoshoot and applied visuals to a designed lookbook
•Adjusted brand guidlines, paying attention to tone of voice and brand ethos.
•Developed new website design 
•Created a user experience video with UX design, showcasing a new virtual try on tool 
•Created relevant social media content

                                                                                                                                                Achieved: First*

http://www.isiedaviesfashion.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/isabel-davies-341a4a152/
https://www.instagram.com/isiedavies_fashion/
https://twitter.com/isie_fashion

